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SILVER CITY,

PAINTED

FOR

WAR.

Democrats in the House Opposing
Cleveland's Financial Scheme.
Hrymi

ConcroMHiiiHii

l.i'ltcr to tlio
on th

On

January

of commerce

WrIUw it Sensible
Uoi ky Mountain Nwn

lloml Ouestlon.

24,

the New York chamber

passed

a series of

rcsolu-tion-

s

declaring tliat the "chamlier is
heartily in accord and sympathy with
the expressed determination of the president of the United States, to continue
the ÍHHiie of bonds to an extent necessary
to maintain a proper gold reserve in the
treasury," etc.; that "we respectfully
urge upon congress the necessity for
prompt action in giving to the secretary
of the treasury power to meet all the
obligations of the government, and to
maintain all the money of the people on
a gold basis, by authorizing the issue of
kinds in sullicient amounts to accomplish these ends, "and that "in our judgment there should no longer lie left any
doubt in the minds of the people lioth at
home anil abroad, as to the intention of
our government in regard to the currency
in which the ImiihI obligation should lie
paid, and we therefore urge that the
kinds, if issued, shall lie made payable,
principal and interest, in gold coin of the
weight and fineness now fixed by law."
The report of the (nance committee of
the chumlicr of commerce which accompanied the resolutions favors 3 per cent,
as the rate of interest, advisee the withdrawal and cancellation of greenbacks
and treasury notes and suggests ad lit iou-national bank notes to supply the
place of legal tender money withdrawn.
It was also resolved that a copy of the
report and resolutions lie presented to
both bouses of congress, to the president
anil to the mcmliers of the cabinet, but
by the time the resolutions could Imprinted and sent to 'Washington the
president had endorsed the plan and
submitted it to congress in his message.
Or. Owens of Detroit has written a
book in which he attempts to show
The
that ltaeon wrote Shakespeare.
doctor would have far less trouble in
showing that the entire argument presented by the president was derived
from the ehainler of commerce report.
It is perhaps fortunate for the American
people that the president has been led to
-
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declare boldly what he has hitherto only
hinted at, for the people will have less
dilliculty now in understanding the
financial policy of the administration.
When the Sherman bill was before
congress its opponents insisted that it
would lie followed by an issue of kinds,
but the supporters of the bill strenuously
denied it. The opponents of the bill
also prophesied that a demand would be
made for the retirement of the legal
tender notes but this was also denied.
The president did issue lionds soon after
the passage of the unconditional repeal
bill and then in his message last December he advised the withdrawal and cancellation of the greenbacks. All these
moves have been in line with the gold
standard plan. The message advocates
four things which the democratic party
has always opposed. In the first place
it advocates a fifty-yedebt. This
is the European policy of standing national debts, while the American policy
has always been to get out of debt as
ar

soon as possible.
There is one
reason for
long-tim- e
bonds, and one only, they are
desired as the basis for a national bank
circulation. The banking interests have
continually obstructed as far as iiossible
a reduction of the debt because of the
If fifty-yedesirability of the bonds.
bonds are issued the people of the United States will Iks called upon to pay interest to the amount of seven hundred
and fifty millions liesides the principal
of live hundred mill ions, or a total of
one billion two hundred and fifty millions. This is paying rather dearly for
the privilege of having a national hanking system. And it may be suggested
that in defending and providing for the

national banking system the president
has taken the second position which is
contrary to democra ic history. The
bill which acciimpanied the message
provides for the issue of $."00,000,000 in
bonds at per cent, the same not to be
sold at less than par, the secretary to receive greenbacks and treasury notes in
The bill also
payment for the bonds.
provides that national banks may deposit these bonds and issue bank notes
upon them up to the face value of the
bonds. The advantage to the bank is
plain, it can take $100,000 in greenbacks
and treasury notes, purchase $100,000 in
bonds, deposit the bonds and take out
The bank will
$100,000 in circulation.
then draw 3 per cent, interest on the
.'1
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kinds, or $3,000 per year, and pay 1 jht
cent., tax on circulation, or $1,000 per
year, leaving a profit of $2,000 per year
on an actual investment of nothing at.
all. The 5 per cent, which is deposited
with the government for the redemption
of notes is counted as a part of the legal
reserve and therefore is as useful to the
bank as if it was locked up in the bank's
vault. The cost of taking out the circulation is insignificant and could be
taken out of the first year's profit without being missed. It is not strange that
the democratic party has always heretofore opposed such gross and inexcusable
The
favoritism.
third proposition
which is new for democracy is the proposition to retire all legal tender notes.
The democratic party put a check to the
retirement of the greenbacks during .the
seventies and it was supposed until recently that the party was substantially a
nnit in their defense, but the president
now asks for their retirement and cancellation. Why should the government
retire the greenbacks and then pay national banks !5 per cent, a year for the
use of the bank notes issued in the
place of the greenbacks? The eastern
idea of sound finance is an expensive
system that no sane man would be
foolish enough to adopt in his private
business.
The fourth depart lire made by the president from democratic traditions is found
in his advocacy of gold kinds. Heretofore our paper money and all of our
bonds have been payable in coin, and by
coin was understood either gold or silver. The law clearly gives to the government the right to redeem all coin
obligations in either gold or silver, but
the treasury department has attempted
to rejieal the law by a construction, or
rut her misconstruction of it. The president is sworn to enforce the law and is
to the extent of ap
only a
proving measures after they have passed
both houses. In the case of this law the
executive department has so construed
it as to repeal it and make coin obligations payable in gold only, and now the
president asks congress to ratify his act
and declare his construction of the law
binding hereafter. It is impossible to
overestimate the effect of the policy
which the president outlines. It will
certainly appreciate gold, which means a
further fall in prices. It will spread
ruin and bankruptcy, want and misery
throughout the land. The plan will in- law-mak-
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crease the balance of trade against us
and drive gold out of the country as soon
as we bring it in by the Hale of bonds
abroad. It will be denounced with all
the emphasis and vigor that can be employed, and no one then will use stronger
language than the situation justifies.
While the president does not ask it in his
message, he will ask soon for authority
to redeem silver and silver certificates in
gold, or what is more probable, he will
construe the law declaring that the parity
should he preserved into authority for
redeeming silver with gold, and will then
point out to congress the necessity of
taking away the legal tender qualities
from silver or funding the silver into
gold lionds. Is it not strange that men
will press heedlessly on under the gold
standard delusion regardless of the
wreck and ruin which they see around
them? Ever since 187.'? the monomeCal-list- s
have been proposing relief, and
each effort which they have made to extricate the people has resulted in deeper
distress. The depression is now world-wid- e,
poverty is on the increase and
thousands, driven to desperation, are
turning toward state socialism as a relief. Our financial policy is to blame for
this. If the president bad recognized
silver as a standard money he could
have protected the gold reserve without
issuing bonds. If he hail signed the
seigniorage bill $:0,000,000 would have
been added to the assets of the treasury.
Hut for his hostility a free coinage bill
would pass both houses and liecome a
law lie fore the 4th of March and revive
the energies of our people to such an
extent that we should soon lie paying
off our debts instead of increasing them.
It may be that this is the dark hour
which precedes the dawn. It may le
that the throwing off of the mask at last
will startle the American people and
lead to the immediate restoration of the
free and unlimited coinage of gold and
silver at the present ratio of 16 to
without waiting for the aid or consent
of any other nation on earth. It does
not now seem possible for the bill to
pass, but the patronage pressure has
not yet commenced, and it is too early
to guess. A great many w ho supported
the Carlisle bill because it revived state
.
banks are outspoken against the
The most frequent inquiry heard
on the floor of the house is, "Are you a
blanket Indian or are you on the reservation still?" And the answer generally
is, "1 am not only a blanket Indian, but
I am painted for war."
The silver men in the bouse will defeat
the bill if they can, but greater dependence is to be placed upon the senate, because the silver sentiment is stronger
there and will be reinforced by the three
new senators from the northwest. Congressman W. J. Bryan, in Rocky .Mountain News.
1

new-bill-
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Cochltl Mine.
The Cochiti mining district is getting
out of its swaddling clothes and childish
brag and bluster and settling down to a
sober, solid basis by showing up its actual resources with powder and pick instead of wind and ink. An agreement
has been entered into by which a
mill is to be erected as soon as the
materials can be got ready, work to be
commenced not later than March 1 and
completed within ninety days from that
date. The capacity to be increased as
necessary. The location is almost in
the heart of the developed properties,
the farthest being only a mile and a half
away. As but a small percentage of the
ore even on the developed claims can
shipped at a good profit this will give an
opportunity to turn the low grade ores
now on the dumps into money and encourage the rapid development of those
now idle. Tlie Crown Point has been
working steadily and continuously for
about a wear and is now in the main
working shaft, 150 feet from the surface.
There is over 00 feet of tunneling and
fiOO feet of car tracks.
Fifteen cars of
high grade ore have been shipped and
about 2,000 tons of second grade are now
on the dumps. The ore recently struck
in the drifts at the bottom of the shaft
is of a better character, and much higher assays have been obtained from it,
especially in gold, than in the ore nearer the surface. The Lone Star is push
ing ahead in two tunnels with good ore
retried in both. The Irwin King company, which also owns the mill at Aller-tohas got into a tangle among the
stockholders, resulting in closing both
mine and mill down for the present.
There is no doubt however in regard to
the value of the mine. Scarcely any
capital has come into the district, consequently the development has been
slow, as those operating hail not the
means to push work to any extent ahead
of production.
The newspaper talk
about stri kes of rich ore in veins five to
ten feet thick is, of course, all nonsense.
The rich streaks in the pay chutes are
generally from six to eighteen inches
thick, assaying from one and a half to
five ounces in gold and seventy-livto
four hundred ounces in silver. A good
portion of the rock of the vein is mineralized to a value of from $15 to if.'iO per
ton. There is now no question in regard
to the value and permanence of the
camp and its importance as a factor in
the development of the territory. Albuquerque Citizen.
ten-sta-
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is expected that there will be about
pupils in attendance at the normal
school at the opening of the next fall
term. Many applications have buen
made for admission but the applicants
had to be refused for the time being on
account of the limited room in the buildl.")0

ing now occupied.

Our Kupresentrttlve.

Hon. D. P. Carr was born at Bethel,
Clermont county, Ohio, fifty years ago.
Me had the advantage of a liberal education, especially as an accountant and
mathematician. In 1867 Mr. Carr removed to Arizona and has since resided
in the Rocky Mountain region and on
the Pacific slope, having not been east
of Denver since 1807. He has followed
the occupation of mining, in which he
is now engaged at Pinos Altos in Grant
county, but has at times been employed
aa accountant and as editor of newspapers and also engaged in surveying.
Mr. Carr came to New Mexico in 1875,
and was appointed United States mineral deputy surveyor for Grant county
in 1876, and the records of that county
bear testimony to the value of his work
For several years
in that capacity.
thereafter Mr. Carr followed the life of a
mining prospector in Arizona and New
Mexico, and after a prospecting trip of
1,600 miles, occupying several months in
1881, be settled in Colorado, in which
state in 1882, he and Miss Katjs B. Walter, of St. Louis, Mo., were united in
marriage, and bis wife, who is a universal favorite, is spending the winter in Santa Fe with her husband.
Mr. Carr returned to Grant county in
1886 and again engaged in mining, since
which time he has assisted greatly in
making the history of that county.
Mr. Carr has not held any important
public positions, but as justice of the
peace he attracted the attention of the
people and his services were recognized
by the commissioners of his county by
a vote of thanks. Two years ago Mr.
Carr was the republican nominee for
representat ive from the county of Grant,
but was defeated by only thirteen majority, for his democratic opponent, Dr.
Stovall. Recieving his party nomination again, he was elected last fall by a
plurality of 160. Mr. Carr is a working
miner and has taken much, interest in
legislation in behalf of workingmen,
being known all over the territory as
champion of the cause of labor. In the
present bouse Mr. Carr has not missed
a roll call, neither has he been absent
live minutes from any session of the
house, nor has he failed to vote on any
motion. In short be is a watchful, able
and careful conservator of the interests
of his constituents.
New Mexican.
Robert Black returned last week from
a trip to San Juan county where he had
been to pay the contractor for the erection of the buildings for the agricultural
experiment station.
Mr. Black says
that there is not so much snow in the
northern part of the territory as has
been reported. On some of the ranges
snow has fallen to a depth of four feet
but there is much less snow on most of
the mountain ranges. The weather up
there has been pretty cold.
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L. 8.

C.

The C. L. S. C. met at Mrs. W. L.
Jackson's on Thursday afternoon, Feb. 7.
An open session was held, at which were
present beside the members of the circle,
Mesdames Fitch, Selby, Foster, Heflin
and Barnes, and Misses Gilbert and Miller.
It being "Gladstone" day papers were
read by the members as follows.
"Mr. Gladstone as the helper of the
English people in their struggle for representation in Parliament," by Mrs. G.
Bantz.
"AVhat Mr. Gladstone has done for
Ireland," by Mrs. AV. L. Jackson.
"A chronological arrangement of the
chief events in Gladstone's different
by Mrs. W. C. Porterfield.
"Mr. Gladstone as a literary man and
a scholar," by Miss Agee.
"Gladstone's literary work," by Mrs.
M. A. Fielder.
The ladies were agreeably entertained
in the intervals with music by Mrs. Fos.
ter, Mrs. Selby, and Misses Gilbert and
Miller and singing by Mesdames Jack
son and Fielder.
After whieh.remembering that woman
is a dual creature, and not to be sus
tained by mental food alone, delicious
refreshments were served.
All regretfully departed at a p. in. ex
pressing great pleasure at their delightfurnished by the
ful entertainment
charming hostess and her frients.
"Socialism in England" will be the
Oxk,
theme of next week's work.

Rich Strike at Sabinal.
News reached here this morning of
another rich strike in the Sabinal dis
trict in old Mexico on the "Loudes"
claim owned by Jonny Martin, of Dem
ing, and Oscar Jennings, of El Paso.
The strike was made alxmt ten days
ago, when the prospectors broke into a
large chamlter, rich with ruby and na
tive silver. In less than a week over $10- 000 worth of ore has been taken out. An
assay just made from the first ton gotten
out runs 9300 in silver, or over $5,000 to
the Wn. The ore is all native and sul
phates. The claim adjoins the celebrat
ed "Mexico" mine, out of which several
fortunes have been taken.
The ore is being taken out as fast as
possible and will be shipped here. The
tind has created much excitement in the

James Harvey has purchased the
Summers residence in Black's addition.
Lone Mountain which not long ago
was a busy camp is now deserted.
Cheap silver did it.
About forty per cent, of the county
and territorial taxes for last year have
been collected by Collected Laird.
There was a sudden fall in tempo
here last Wednesday night. It
was caused by the blizzard which was
Sabinal district Headlight.
felt nearly all over the country.
Mr. H. J. Loomis. one of the memliers
Black's mill is being refitted and will
of the board of regents of the territorial
start up again before long. This mill is
normal school at Silver City, haH pre
one of the old landmarks of the city but
the New Mexican wkh a photosented
has been idle for a number of months.
graphic view, 8x10 inches, of that insti
About 300 invitations have been sent
tution. It shows a handsome building,
out for the A. 0. U. W. ball to be given
in front of which the pupils are grouped.
a' Newcomh's hall next Friday evening.
There is no gainsaying the fact that this
f is expected that this ball will be the
educational institute has met with pheevent, of the season.
nomenal success. It now has applica
The new telephone line vill he com'
tions for the admission of more than
in operation within three
ple'.'d
double the pupils it is able Ut accommoivivks if there are no unexpected delays
date. New Mexican.
and then Silver City merchants will be
W. M. Murphey has put on light rigs
able in talk with their Mogollón custolietween this place and Mogollón ami
mers.
loses no time in getting over the ground.
IV. ions are still lieing sent to Santa
Stages will le run daily except Sunday
Fe from various parts of the county
hut it is not expected that an order will
There is going to bo a great deal of be received to carry the mail daily for
protesting against county division. The
taxpayers of all the precincts outside work done in the vicinity of Ivanhoc some weeks vet.
of Deming are opposed to a division of this year. Dozens of mines have been
Tomorrow the small boy will semi a
developed to a greater or less extent in valentine to the fellow he doesn't like
the county.
him.
Marshal Cantley marched a number of the camps surrounding Ivanhoe and just in order to get even with
hut
that
doubt
slightest
is
the
not
there
of
morning
town
one
last
tramps out
week. They had been in jail and ap- thousands of tons of copper ore as good
peared to be anxious to get in again, hut as that now being run through the
they concluded to leave town after hav smelter at Ivanhoe can be mined there
ing lieen advised to do so by the mar- this year. The copper deposits extend
for miles and the indications are now
shal.
this will soon he one of the largest
A big hotel will be erected at Hudson's that
producing districts in the entire
copper
springs this year. Hudson's springs
southwest.
has been a favorite resort for people in
The preliminary examination of Philip
the southwest for years and now that
he
better
to
for the killing of Ben Hulmán re
are
accommodations
Ilelley
the
than they ever were in the past there suited in the discharge of Hefley. The
will doubtless he a great influx of people. account of the killing of Hulmán was
The ollice of coroner of this county is published in these columns last week
not valued very highly by the persons It appears that Holinau had threatened
who have been elected to perforin the to kill Ilelley on sight and when the
duties of the ollice since 1890. In 1892 parties met at Shannahan's ranch Hefley
IMM HAM.
J. II. Tracy, of Deming, was elected but spoke to Holman who replied with an
if
he failed to qualify and last fall the dem- abusive epithet and made a motioii as
ocrats of the county nominated Isaac to draw his irun. Ilelley discharged
(iivens, of this city, without his solicita both barrels of a double barreled shot
C. H. FARGO & CO. Mm.
tion and he was elected. He failed to gun at Holman killing him instantly
MARKET ST. CHICAGO
and
Arizona
in
the
done
was
killing
The
qualify, choosing rather to run for the
by
Sale
For
ollice of justice of the peace of tlitH pre- nri'liniinarv examination was held at
cinct. Surely the ollice of coroner is not Willcox. Both men are well known m
this county.
one of the fat ollices of the county.
re

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
0

C.C.Shoemaker.
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G. D. Bantz is in Santa Fe where he
Mrs. Frank Nichol left last Sunday
to attend a meeting of the territo
went
morning for England where she expects
rial bar association to consider the bill
to remain for some time on a visit.
in the courts of the
Mention of People You Do and Do
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broad for a code of practice
way Hotel dining room where the best territory.
Not Know.
20
meals in the city can be had.
King Wade, who has been at Cochiti
W. H. Decker was over from Central for several months, was in the city last'
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can He
last Saturday. The folks over there are week. In his opinion Cochiti is going
Read With Profit Hy All Our
talking about giving a dance on the 22nd. to make a big camp although it is being
TowiiHpeople.
Send in vour subscription to Tub developed slowly.
Eagle and get the World Almanac free.
Mrs. Killion and her two sons, who
S. B. Biddlc was in the city this week. See our offer on another page.
have been here for a little over two
Baylor Polk was in town last Monday.
Prof. Selby went to Santa Fe last Wed' months visiting John E. Coleman who is
New goods just received at Robin- nesday to talk to the legislators about a brother of Mrs. Killion, returned to
son's.
an appropriation for the normal school Topeka last Monday.
T. N. Hawkins was in the city last here.
Mrs. A. J. Clark came up from DentMonday.
We can give you inside prices on all
ing last Wednesday and returned home
subIf you want a Parlor stove go to Rob publications. Call and leave your
Thursday with Mr. Clark who was
on
postoflice.
scriptions. Nolans, opposite
inson's.
attending the meeting of the board
here
A. B. Laird, who has been spending
II. FitzSimmons was in from Black considerable time of late at Santa Fe, of county commissioners.
Hawk last Friday.
C. C. Shoemaker and family are back
went to the territorial capital on MonFresh candies every day at Martin day morning.
from a trip to Las Cruces. Mr. ShoeMaher's.
S. jury,
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the maker was drawn on the U.
Mrs. John Elder was over from Han most economical Heating Stove manu but as no term of court was held he reover lust Thursday.
factured, can be found only at iNett s, turned after taking a look at the valley.
See the (Jook Stoves and Ranges at Call and see them.
For Sale Ranch.
Robinson s.
Wes Welty was at Las Cruces last
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
John Corbett was in the city from week and while there had one of his record.M acres tillable, 20 under cultiva
fingers broken in testing his strength tion, well water, houses and corral and
Peming last week.
all but 5 acres under fence. Good govnew, rviinsas patent nour ior sale at with a Mexican.
ernment land on three sides. Price
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a $(00. Inquire at Eaoi.b oflice.
Martin .Malier s.
of Plain and Ornamental
Reduced Rates to Phoenix.
Judge Clark was in from his ranch on large varietylower
prices than can be
Lamps, at
On
the Gila last week.
March 10th and 11th the Atchison,
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
and Santa Fe railroad will sell
Topeka
Mrs. J. Aronheim was here from
Mrs. John Arscott, who has been visit round trip tickets to rinenix, Arizona, at
Pinos Altos last week.
ing her sister, Mrs. J. J. Kelly for about rate of $29.00. Tickets will be limited to
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery a month, expects to go to California in a March 31st with a transit limit of five
days each direction. Stop over privileges
at St. George Robinson's.
few days to visit another sister.
will be allowed at any intermediate
F. M. Prescott was here from Colorado
Subscribers to Tub Eaole can get the point, within limit of tickets.
this week on a business trip.
This rate is made for persons wishing
World Almanac free by paving a year's
Read the ad to attend the celebration of the opening
Don't read your neighbor's paper but subscription in advance.
of the Santa Fe, Pluenix and Prescott
vertisement on another page.
Biinscrioe ior tub iüaolk.
railway to Ihí held at Pluenix March 11th,
Roliert Black was at El Paso last week. 12th and 13th or the seventh biennial
Dr. W. T. "Williams went lo Mogollón
He arrived in time to see the wreck session of the Grand Lodge of Colorado,
on professional business last week.
New Mexico and Arizona to lie held at
Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals made by a boiler explosion in a steam Pluenix commencing March 12th.
20 laundry there by which two men were
It is the best place in the city.
J. H. Ml'IKiK,
killed."
Agent.
of
P.
W.
0. Culliertson, the II.
ranch
I have the exclusive sale of George PuliIlKherti Regular Subscription Price
expects his brother here from Ohio tljis
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down ane on Leading Dailies are as follows per
week.
at one half the cost. Size six by seven
:
Tun Eaoi.e a vear and the World Al feet. Price red lined to $3 each for a month
St.
Louis
Daily Globe Democrat
85c.
for
in
$2.
Send
your subscript short time only.
O.C.Hixman
nianae
St. Louis Daily Republic
65e.
lions.
Harry Hazlewood, who is in charge of St. Louis Daily
Post Dispatch
40c.
Mrs. M. J. Clayton and daughter
the turquoise mines out in the Burro San Francisco Daily Chronicle
.65c.
Deane went to the Gila on a visit, last
mountains, has been appointed a post San Francisco Daily Examiner
65e.
Monday.
85c.
master. A new postolliee called Azure Los Angeles Daily Times
We can also save you alwut twenty-fiv- e
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodical has been established at the turquoise
per cent, on all magazine periodicals
and magazines at Nolan's News Depot,
camp. The new ollice will receive mail and weekly papers.
Nolan's,
Sheriff Shannon was out on the Gila by special service for the present.
Opposite Postolliee.
last week on business connected with
John' Hkockmax, Pres.
Tilos. F, Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Cautbii, Cashier.
his oflice.
Bring your job work to Tub Eaoi.b of
3539.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Sam Schiff went east, on a vacation
last Thursday and John Wiley lias taken
his place in Rosenlwrg's store.
SILVER CITY, N. M.
J. M. Morris left last Wednesday
CAPITAL
$50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
morning for the northern part of the terAdvances made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
ritory where he will look for a suitable
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
sheep ranch.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

,
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will move my

Stock to the store next
door to the Silver City
National Bank formerly
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Grant County to purchase goods.
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SANTA FE LAW MAKERS. the ground that it cut
The Capitol Rebuilding Bill
a Law.

is

Now

An Attempt Will lie Made to Get the
Militia Warrants Funded at thin
SeHHlnn.

off all investigation in regard to the militia warrants.
Some of the members were in favor of
considering a bill for the payment of the
militia warrants issued during the Shel- These
lon and Boss administrations.
warrants were issued for supplies furnished to the territorial militiaduring the
Gerónimo outbreak in 1885-Nick Galles introduced a bill in the
council providing for the payment of the
The
militia warrants issued in 1885-bill provides for the payment of 845 certificates after the same shall have been
certified as genuine by the adjutant general of the territory. The holders of the
warrants are not to be paid interest and
of one per cent, shall be al
lowed to the adjutant general for his
services. In order to provide funds for
the payment of the warrants, the bill
authorizes a tax of one and a half mills.
These warrants must not be confound
ed with the issue of warrants prior to
1870 which are known as the Staab war
rants. The territorial militia actually
received the supplies for which the warrants issued during the Gerónimo outbreak were accepted by the persons who
furnished the supplies. The Galles bill
ought to pass and it will, in all probability, liecome a law.
It is no longer denied that an attempt
will be made toward the end of the session to get a bill passed providing for the
funding of the old militia warrants
which have come to .be known as the
Staab warrants. The amount of these
warrants outstanding is variously estimated at from $700,000 to $1,500,000.
Most of these are in the hands of a few
men at Santa Fe who have quietly felt
of the legislatures for years past to see if
there was a possibility of getting a bill
through providing for the issue of bonds
to fund these warrants, but up to this
time there lias always been something
in the way of the passage of a bill of this
kind.
It will not be many days liefore it will
lie known whether the legislature is to
provide for the completion of t he normal
school building at Silver City. A bill
has been introduced by Representative
(Miristy providing for an issue of $10,000
in bonds for the completion of the normal school building here. The bill also
provides for the issue of IkiikIs for the
benefit of the normal school at Las Vegas
and the agricultural college at Las
6.

Tne capítol rebuilding bill has been
signed by the governor and is now a law.
The bill provides for the appointment of
a capital rebuilding board by the governor to consist of five members who

shall meet and organize on the first
Saturday of next month. This board
will attend to the construction of the
new building under the restrictions imposed by the bill.
The bill authorizes the issue of $75,000
in bonds of the territory, $25,000 of
which shall be dated May 1, 1895 and
$50,000 shall be dated November 1, 1895.
The bonds run 30 years and draw interest at the rate of live per cent, per
annum. The bonds shall not be sold for
less than par and no more than 2i per
cent, shall Vie allowed for the expense of
printing, advertising and sale of the
bonds. The balance will constitute the
fund for the rebuilding of the capítol,
and it is thought that the building can
be restored for that amount.
The Ixmrd "shall have full power and
authority to reconstruct, rebuild and
furnish said capítol building and to do
and perform any and all things necessa
ry ami projier for such purposes, but
they shall reconstruct and rebuild the
same upon tliesame foundation and upon
the same plans that the former building
was, as far as in their judgment may
seem proier ami for the liest. interests of
the territory and most convenient for
the structure of said building."
The board is required to "use all ma
terial now upon the grounds at the ruins
of the capítol building, which may be
proper and suitable in the reconstruction
mul rebuilding of the same, and said
lioard shall and they are required to use
and utilize all lalwir of convicts confined
in t he M!iiitentiary of New Mexico which
it may be possible to use and utilize in
the reconstruction and rebuilding of said
capítol building and they shall use and
utilize all brick, lime and stone whicl
can lie manulactureil ami supplied I v
convict labor."
It is provided that the building shall
be kept insured and it is probably not too
much to say that there is not the slight
est doubt but that this provision will be
strictly complied with.
The militia warrant question came up
in the house and a nntion was made
that no militia warrant scheme be considered at this session.
This motion
caused a lively discussion but it was finally lost, a majority of the members of
the house voting against the motion on

6.

one-four- th

Cruces.

resolution was introduced into the
J. A. Ancheta to discharge all
of the extra employes of the legislature
in view of the action of the court in
granting an injunction restraining the
territorial auditor from auditing the accounts and the territorial treasurer from
paying the warrants which might be issued to the employes of the legislature.
The resolution was defeated and the em
A

council by

ployes are still hoping for relief from
some quarter.
As a retaliatory measure the employes
have been talking about enjoining the
capitol hoard from issuing bonds of the
territory for the purpose of rebuilding
This set the people of
the capitol.

the ancient in a ferment and they are
willing to do anything to conciliate the
employes of the legislature.
The house lias under consideration an
important bill in reference to elections.
It has already passed the council ami
will probably go through the house.
This bill provides that it shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, to pay, loan or contribute or offer
or promise to pay, loan or contribute any
money or other valuable consideration
to or for any other person to induce such
voter, to vote or refrain from voting at
any election provided by law, or to induce any voter to vote or refrain from
voting at such election for any particular
person or persons, or to induce such
voter to go to the polls or remain away
from the polls at such election, or on account of such voter having voted or refrained from voting for any particular
person or having gone to the polls or remained away from the polls at such election. It is also made unlawful to give,
offer or promise any ollice, place or em- ploynient or to promise to procure or to
endeavor to procure any ollice, place or
employment for any voter or for the,
purjiose of inducing such voter to vote or
refrain froin voting.
It is further made
unlawful to advance or pay any money
or other valuable thing, any part whereof shall be used in briliery. No person
shall receive, agree or contract for any
money, gift, loan or other valuable consideration in consideration of his agreeing to secure the vote or the failure to
vote of any particular person or persons.
It is further unlawful for any person to
make any liet or wager with a voter
upon any event or contingency whatever,
arising out of any election.
The bill further goes on to prohibit
the use of force, violence or restraint as
affecting the right to vote; and it shall
be unlawful for any person by abduction,
duress, etc., to impede, prevent or otherwise interfere witli the free exercise of
the elective franchise.
No employer,
whether corporation, association, company, linn or erson, in paying employes the amount due them shall enclose their pay in pay envelopes upon
which are written any political mottoes,
device or arguments containing anything
calculated to influence the jwlitical opinion, views or actions of such employes.
It is also made unlawful within ninety
days liefore election for such employes
to exhibit anywhere in the place of business any hand bill, notice or placard
calculated to influence the vote of the
persons there employed. Such placards
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Looking For Burled Treasure.
as a threat to close down in case any
particular ticket or candidate is elected,
Perfecto Rodriguez and several associare especially enjoined.
ates are looking for buried treasure on
Every candidate shall, within thirty Chihuahua hill in this city.
days after each public election, file an
Not long since a letter was received
itemized statement under oath showing here from San Pedro in Mexico to the
in detail all moneys expended or con- effect that between $:S0,000 and $40,000
tributed by him, either directly or in in jewelry and silver bullion had been
directly, in aid of his election. These buried in this city by a gang of Mexican
statements shall be filed with the terri- thieves some 18 or 20 years ago.
torial secretary, county clerk or city
At that time, it appears, there was a
clerk, according to the ofiiee involved. regularly organized band of Mexican
The same duty is required of the chair- thieves operating here and it is said that
man and secretary of every territory, they stole not less than $20,000 in silver
county and city central committee of bullion from M. W. Bremen who was, at
each political party, statements from that time, producing silver in large quanthese to include sums received and how tities. At length this gang grew so hold
and to whom paid out.
that they were suspicioned and an effort
Persons convicted of the crimes and was made to capture them. In some
offenses first above mentioned shall be way one of the members of the gang was
punished by a fine of not more than mortally wounded and died in acabinon
$1,000 nor less than $200 and disfranChihuahua hill. He was buried there
In case of and the remaining memlers of the gang
chisement for five years.
of the line, the term of imfearing detection buried the treasure
prisonment in the penitentiary shall be near the remains of their associate and
from ninety days to two years. Candifled to Mexico.
dates who fail to file statements as reThe letter refers to a box filled with
quired shall be subject to the above pen gold jewelry and a flask containing pa
alties and shall forfeit their otliees. Em- pers which describe the location of other

ployers violating the provisions of this
act shall be fined between $1,000 and $.0,
for the prosecuting witness and
one-hathe other for the school fund.
A bill prohibiting the sale of cigars,
cheroots and cigarettes to
tobacco,
minors under of 18 years of age in this
territory has passed both houses and
the youthful cigarette fiends of the territory will probably find it dillicult to get
smoking material in the future. It will
be rather rough on some of the youthful
smokers.
A bill providing for the erection of a
normal school building at Cerrillos and
the opening of a normal school at that
place passed the house last Saturday. In
order to provide funds for the erection of
of a null
h
the building a tax of
on all property in the territory is to be
levied and collected.
Representative Carr has introduced a
bill which, if passed, will modify the
bill passed extending the time for
the payment of taxes which was
vetoed by the governor and was passed
over his veto. This bill extended the
time for the payment of all taxes until
the first of next July, and the bill which
Mr. Carr has introduced makes it apply
only to territorial taxes.
The injunction restraining the territorial treasurer from paying the legismade
lative employes has k-elf

one-lift-

7

Change of Management
is understood that John Brockman,
while he remains nominally president of
the Silver City National Bank, has placed
the entire charge of its management into
the hands of Mr. C. F. Grayson and the
board of directors. Mr. Brockman has
under his care and management two
large enterprises, owned principally by

It

eastern capitalists, and they demand his
entire attention. The bank will no run
purely in the interests of its customers
and for the purpose of building up the
commercial and legitimate business of
Silver City and the territory of New
Mexico. Anything speculative will not
be considered in the course of its
(i. II. Hunt. Appointed .Judge.
After the lapse of a month from the
time the resignation of Judge Fall was
accepted, the president appointed G. D.
Bantz, of this city, judge of this judicial
district, a telegram to that effect having
been received here yesterday afternoon.
The candidates for the place were II. L.
Warren, of Albuquerque, A. B. Elliott,
of

Ilillsboro, and II.

Ti.

Pickett and G.

D. Bantz, of this city. The attorneys
treasure which will make the finder here are very much pleased over the fact
rich.
that the judge of this district will reside
Acting on the information wlncli is here. Mr. Bantz is a lawyer of well
contained in the letter Mr. Rodriguez known ability and will make a good
and his associates have lieen diligently judge.
searching for some days past for the j
riant Out Fruit Tree.
buried remains of the Mexican who was
I am making arrangements to run a
buried on the hill. So far they have first class stock of all the leading variebeen rewarded only with the discovery ties of fruit trees adapted to this country
of the remains of what is supposed to and aim to keep nothing but the finest
of trees. All who are going to plant
have been an Indian buried not less
trees this spring will find it to their adthan forty years ago, but they are not by vantage to send me their orders, as I
will furnish everything wanted in the
any means discouraged.
Sume of the old timers here scout the tree line at reasonable prices.
I believe the people have had enough
idea that so great an amount of bullion of
tree peddlers, so patronize a home
could have been stolen from Mr. Bre- nursery.
Send in your bills of wants at
'Ci.akk Roikikks,
men, but when it is remembered that a once. 'Address
Silver City, N. M.
large number of men were in his employ 2litf.
and the monthly output of the mine
So Court at I.bk Crucen.
The regular term of the United Slates
was very large, it would have leen no
dillicult matter for an organized gang of court should have opened at Las Cruces
six or seven to nave sioien me amount on the 4th inst., but Judge Fall, having
in a few months. It is a well known sent in his resignation last month there
fact that tens of thousands of dollars in was no judge present to open court when
silver were stolen from the mines at the time came. The jurors and court
Fleming and Black JIawk, much of the olhcers were present and remained in
rich ore being shipped to England, and attendance until last Friday when the
what was done at these camps could jurors were discharged from further

easily have been done here.
The minuteness of detail into which
the letter received from Mexico goes
seems to carry upon the face of it the
stamp of truth and it is by no means improbable that the treasure will Ihj found
At any rate
as described in the letter.
for.
looking
is
worth
treasure
the
be
given
to
ball
and
The installation
by the members of the Georgetown Ma
smelter at Ivanhoe is doing
sonic lodge and the banquet to be given ' The new
work and the encourag- satisfactory
very
be
will
lodge
there
by the Eastern Star
makes it almost
for
copper
outlook
ing
caused
was
delav
22nd
The
held on the
will be kept
by the failure of the new lodge furniture certain that the smelter
at
worK.
steadily
to arrive as soon as it was expected.
i

I

Judge Collier was assigned to Las
Cruces to hold the term but he did not
arrive until Thursday, but more than
three days had elapsed since the time
for opening court as fixed by law and
the term could not be held.
New Mexico took the first premium
on wheat at the World's fair but in this
part of the territory we get all of our
Hour from Kansas and Colorado. New
Mexico needs farmers more than
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in Rome, Spain and Portugal in 1582
when the difference between the two
calendars was but ten days, the 5th day
of October of that year being declared
to be the 15th. Later in the same year
it was adopted in France and during the
next 120 years by most of the European
states.
Under the Julian calendar every
fourth year is a leap year and the Russians will have a leap year in 1900 when
all the rest of the civilized world will
have to be content with a common year
and their dates will then be 13 days behind-ours
instead of 11 as when the En
glish parliament adopted the Gregorian
calendar.
If the editor of the New Mexican could
be in Russia when we are celebrating
the birthday of Washington this year he
would observe that the Russians, who
still cling to the Julian calendar, would
date their papers on that day February
10. After all it is only a matter of difference
but the fact remains
that it will not be 163 years since the
birth of Washington until the 22nd of
this month and that day being the anniversary of his birth we all celebrate it.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTH DA Y.
Washington having 1een born on February 11, 17Ü2, will gome kind reader
undertake to tell the New Mexican why
it is that February 22 is otliciallv observed a his anniversary? New Mexican.
Certainly. Tim Eacii.k will Undertake
the job with pleasure as every American
ought to know why the 22ud of February
is celebrated from the Atlantic to the
Pacific and from the gulf to the great
GIVE THEM PENSIONS.
hikes as the anniversary of the birth of
An effort is being made to get a bill
the Father of his Country when, as a
matter of fact, Washington was Ixirn on passed increasing the commission of col
lectors on taxes to live per cent. The
the 11th of February, 17'2.
Although he was lorn on the 11th day bill is simply one to legislate money into
of February, the anniversary of that the pockets of the collectors of the terri
event occurs on the 22nd of this month tory. When these officers were elected
for the reason that when Washington last fall they knew very well what the
was born the Julian calender was in use law provided as their compensation for
in England and in the colonies, but the collection of taxes. If they did not
when, by act of parliament, the Gregorian consider the amount provided by law
calendar was adopted in 1751 anil it was sufficient to pav for the collection of
decreed that the day following the 2nd taxes, they might have refused nomina
tion to the office, or having ' k-enomi
of Septemlier should be the 14th of
that is to say that 11 days were nated, might have refused to run. In
dropped out of the month of September stead of this they used every effort to get
in the vear 1751, the dav that would elected and now they are trying to get
have been the 11th of Februrary in the an increase in pav. Perhaps it might
next year became in fact the 22nd so lie well to pension the office seekers for
that Washington was not 20 years old life or better still for the property own
on the 11th of February 1752, but was 20 ers and taxpayers of the territory to turn
years old on the 22ml day of that mouth. over their property to the collectors in
There have lieen numerous revisions fee simple.
of the calendar but for the purpose of
The last legislature cut down the fees
this article it is not necessary to go far- of officials so that there was some hope
ther back than the time of Julius Casar that the counties would eventually lie
who originated and adopted the Julian able to pay up their indebtedness, but if
calendar by which provision was made this legislature is to undo the good work
for a leap year every fourth year, ordi- which was done by the last legislature,
nary years having !(V days ami leap in tins resiK'ct, me property owners
years having MO days. This made the av- might as well give up,their property and
erage year i6.14 days, but as the actual move out of New Mexico.
length of the year is but 1(1) days, 5 hours,
in a county like this there is not
45 minutes and 4(1 seconds, there came to enough work in the collector's office to
lie an appreciable error in the calendar keep a man busy more than half of the
Under the law now in effect the
but it remained for Pope Gregory XIII time.
to make the change and adopt what is income from this office would be some
known as the Gregorian calendar and! where from $1,600 to $1,800 a year
which is in use in all of the civilized which, 111 meae tunes, is ample remuneration for the service performed.
countries of the earth except Russia.
To increase this salary to about $4,000
The Gregorian calendar was adopted
Sep-tenili-

a year is simply robbing the taxpayers
and a bill to this effect ought not to be
entertained for a moment by the legisla
tors. Five dollars a day ought to be
a sufheient renumeration for a man-

-

whose duties do not keep him employed
more than half the time.

Mr. Hadley presented a petition from
the pupils of the Silver City normal
school asking for an increase of the appropriation. New Mexican.
AV. C. Hadley is opposed to an appropriation to complete the normal school
building here. He is one of the board
of regents, but no one down this way
would sneii any tears n ne nhouiu re
sign. Eagle.
Something inconsistent alwut the two
foregoing paragraphs, and we lxdieve
that the Eagle is wrong as usual. Walter C. Hadley is too intelligent a gentleman to nut obstacles in the way of the
advanceement of so meritorious an edu
cational institution as the Silver City
normal school. Enterprise.
Time will tell whether Mr. Hadley is
too intelligent a gentleman to put obstacles in the way of the advancement
of so meritorious an institution as the
Silver City normal school. He will have
an opportunity to vote on this question
within the next few days and his vote
will determine just where he stands.
The fact that he presented a petition to
the council which was sent to him by
the pupils of the normal school here
proves nothing as to his attitude on the
question of an appropriation for the com
pletion of the normal school building
here. The petition was directed to him
because he was one of the board of re
gents, and he presented it to the council
as he would have presented any petition
for an appropriation.
Although Mr.
Hadley is a tnemler of the board of regents of the normal school he has not
attended the meetings of the board and
does not apear to le very deeply interested in the welfare of the school and
all for reasons which The Eacii.k knows
very well and which it will make public
in due time.
Ci.evei.ani is aliont to be relieved
from having a democratic congress "on
his bunds" and will probably feel tempted to call an extra session of the next
congress soon after the 4.th of March.
No doubt the republican memliers of the
next house will hasten to do his bidding.
Tn k voters of New Mexico will not be
called upon to select state officers this
year. Too many republican votes last
Novemlier is what postponed the passage
of the bill for the admission of New
Mexico.
Some of the free coinage leaders ought
to hypnotize Cleveland and make a silver

advocate out of him. This is about the
only way he could be made to favor
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Mr. Cleveland again calls attention to
the fact that there is continued anxiety
in business circles, but like the twelfth
juryman who found eleven obstinate fellows on the jury who would not agree
with him, he still proposes the gold cure
after having been repeatedly notified by
congress that the gold cure is not regarded by that body as the proper remedy.
He does not even suggest a compromise
with the silver men, in fact he does not
even mention silver in the message. lie
8 determined to keep up the gold reserve
and in this connection he says:
In the opinion of those especially
charged with this responsibility, the
business situation is so critical and the
legislative situation so unpromising,
with the omission thus far on the part of
congress to beneficially enlarge the powers of the secretary of the treasury in
tlio premises, as to enjoin immediate executive action with the facilities now at
hand.
Therefore, in pursuance of section
ii,700 of the revised statutes, the details
of an arrangement have this day been
concluded with parties abundantly able to
fulfill their undertaking, whereby bonds
of the United States authorized under
the act of July 14, 1875, payable in coin
thirty years after their date, with interest at the rate of four per cent, per
annum to the amount of a little less
than $02,400,000, are to he issued
of
coin
gold
for
the purchase
amounting to a sum slightly in excess
of $(55,000,000, to be delivered to the
treasury of the United States, which
sum, added to the gold now held in our
reserve, will so rest in such reserve as to
make it amount to something more than
$100,000,000. Such premium is to be allow ed to the government upon the bonds
as to fix the rate of interest upon the
amount of gold realized at the rate of
iht cent, ner annum.
of the gold to be obAt least one-hatained is to be supplied from abroad,
which is a very important and favorable
feature of the transaction. The privi
lege is especially reserved to the government to substitute at par within ten
days from this date, in lieu of the 4 per
cent, coin bonds, other bonds in terms
payable in gold and bearing only 3 per
cent, interest, if the issue of the same
should meantime be authorized by con'A

lf

gress.

There seems to be no danger that congress will authorize the issue of gold
bonds and the president will havo to
rely on his republican friends for support as half of the democrats in the
house are opposed to his financial course.
BOND

SCHEME
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it remains to be seen
whether the republicans will assist him
through the remaining two years of his
administration. Cleveland deserted his
friends as soon as he found that he was
elected and he will soon be in the hands
of his political enemies. Had he stood
honestly on the Chicago platform on
which he was elected the democratic
party would not have met with the reverses it has during the past two years
and it would still be in control of con-

issue of $500,000,000 in gold bonds for power and now

MESSAGE.

The resounding echoes of the death
knell of the administration finance hill
had scarcely died away last week before
the president had another message
ready and which was read in congress on
Friday, the day following the defeat of

the finance
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KILLED.

As was predicted in Tun Eaoi.k last
week, there were not enough cuckoos in
the house of representatives to pass the
administration bill providing for the

the purpose of retiring the greenbacks
and coin notes and to provide a basis for
the issue of an increased amount of national bank notes.
Gradually the members of congress
are coming to their senses and it is possible that if this congress could continue
in session for six months more a free
coinage bill could be passed. There are
almost enough silver men in the senate
to pass a free coinage bill over the presU
dent, but in the house the situation is
different. There is no hope of the passage of a free coinage bill by this congress
and it is very doubtful whether any financial legislation can be passed at all
liefore the adjournment next mouth.
Cleveland was able to secure the repeal of the Sherman law by the liberal
use of patronage during the early days
of this congress, but now the situation is
different. The president has little patronage left to bestow and the great majority of cuckoos find themselves about
to retire to private life as a reward for
their betrayal of their constituents.
They go out of ollice sadder but wiser.
They allowed the president to lure them
to political ruin and in the last days of
their public service they have deserted
their leader as he deserved to be
Tub expense of feeding prisoners is
now very much less than it was previous
to the beginning of this year but even
now it is not so low as to justify the
commitment of men by the half dozen
for vagrancy. It would be better for
local officers to make tramps move on
rather than arrest them and put the
county to the expense of feeding them
for Ii0 or 00 days. During the past
month 20 prisoners were sent up from
Deming. These prisoners cost the county not less than $25 each for Iward,
transportation and fees of ollicers and af
the expiration of their sentences they
lose no time in getting back to Doming.
Thirty or sixty days after being arrested
these men are in the same place from
which they started, and they are the
same tramps they were before. They
might with equal propriety be sent back
for another term and so on indefinitely.
In the days of D: C. Tucker when
tramps came to Deming they were ordered to move on without delay and an
instance is not recorded where they
failed to move. The same plan would
doubtless work admirably now and it
would save the people of Deming many
petty losses and the county at large a
considerable item of expense.
Tun democratic majority in the senate
has disappeared and in three weeks the
majority in the house will also have disappeared. Cleveland has succeeded admirably in assisting the republicans into

gress.
A him, is now pending before the legislature to increase the fees of the assessors in the territory from 2 to 4 per cent,
on the amount of taxes levied. Our legislators seem bound to keep the county
treasuries empty by legislating money
The fees
into the pockets of ollicials.
now allowed by law are ample to pay
for the services rendered and anything
more than this is simply money thrown
away. It does not benefit the taxpayer
in getting better service and it docs the
official no good for the higher the salary
of the office the more money has to Iks
spent in securing it. An increase in salaries simply means an increase in the
election slush fund.

Gold exports stopped suddenly

as

soon as there was an intimation from
Washington to the effect that there would
The bankers
be another Iwnd issue.
can use the gold here to buy the bonds
and then draw it out of the treasury the
next day after it has been paid in and
send it to Europe. New York bankers
do not hesitate to kill two birds with one
stone when the opportunity is offered.

Tub bill which provides for the extension of the time for the payment of taxes
until the first of next July ought to be
repealed. Tub Kaoi.b pointed out the
evil effects of this bill before it was
vetoed by the governor, but the members
of the legislature seemed determined to
put the counties into financial straits.

Tub members of the council from
Bernallillo county are fighting appropri-tion- s
for territorial institutions everywhere but at Albuquerque, but one of
them may be relied upon to vote for an
appropriation for the New Mexico university.
So.mb action ought to 1h! taken to determine the legality of the issue of $57,-00- 0
in railroad Ixmds of this county. If
the bonds are illegal no more interest
ought to be paid on them. Let the
matter lw determined without delay.
Tub employes of the legislature are
living on expectation since the injunction was granted restraining the territorial treasurer from paying their salaries. The diet is a pretty light one but
it suits the altitude of Santa Fe.
W n kn the last bond issue was put on
the market Tub Eaoi.k predicted that
there would have to be another bond
issue before the end of February and the
issue is already announced.
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it) Worked up.
Helen Kebekuh Lodge No. 7, I. O. O. F.
Last Friday evening the lodge room of
little
pocket
of
the
The porcine press
borough of Silver City voices very accu the Odd Fellows was the scene of some
rately the sentiments of its denizens who very pretty work in the llebekah degree,
hich was given for the first time with
are swollen to imaginary greatness on
most
and
of
the
members of the degree staff fully
trough,
the
public
swill
the
of whom would starve if deprived of pub- robed. Three candidates were initiated,
lic pap and compelled to support them- aim the ceremony was impressive, in

The Hendlight

Stockmen in this part of the territory
have no reason to complain 01 tne
eather for the past tew weeks, ine
rain and snow fall have been sulhcient
to keep the ground moist and an early
growth of grass may be confidently
expected. Kain has fallen every day
this week.
Considerable corn has been brought in
this place from the Mimbres this
int.nr and it is beinir sold here cheaper
than corn can be laid down from Kansas.
When Grant county raises hay and grain
enough to supply the home demand
there will be more money in circulation
here.
Clark Rodirers. who has had a great
deal of experience in growing and hand
ling truit trees, announces in unn imuo
that he is prepared to supply all orders
He knows what the
for fruit trees.
fruit growers in this section want m the
line ot fruit trees.
At the Episcopal church, next Sunday
evening, Kev. iMiwaru n. uross win
preach on the rara hie ot the hower. ah
are cordially invited.
Master Sam Eckles, the Western
Union messenger (ave a party to a num
ber of his friends fast Friday evening.

Indeed,
structive and entertaining.
selves.
The real cause of Silver's opposition to members of the lodge in attendance that
the creation of Florida county, is not' evening who are so tar removed lrom
the pretended serious financial condition town that they are seldom present were
of Grant county, for the representative agreeably surprised at what they so un- xpectedly witnessed, and seem unable
of the holders of all the bonded indebtedness of Grant has emphatically de- to say enough in praise of the work.
Mrs. A. M. Howe, a visiting member,
clared that that indebtedness would be
vastly better secured by the proposed who has acted as instructor for the lodge,
division, making two counties responsi- is certainly to be congratulated on the
result of her work. Under her able
ble where only one now is.
The real animus is found in the fear tutorship great interest is taken in the
that the principal inhabitants of Silver affairs of the lodge by the members, and
would lose their chief means of support, it is largely due to her efforts that the
and that the thousands of dollars which lodge has attained the prosperity it
are now Bpent there by the people of now enjoys. Membership is fast increas
Deming and the southern portion of the ing, and from present indications it
county, would be lost to the hotels, busi seems to be but a matter of a short time
until the llebekah lodge of this city will
ness houses and lawyers.
We admit that this would follow, but be the banner Kebekah lodge of the ter
we deny that we otttrht to feel the force ritory, if persistent efforts count for any
of such an argument.
thing.
We contend that we should no longer
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Kelly entertained
be compelled to support the barnacles of
the Siempre Vive whist club last Satur
Silver City, but that we should be at day evening. Between twenty and thirty
lowed to devote our money ami energy
persons were in attenuance and a very
to the development and improvement of enjoyable time was had. Refreshments
our own community.
were served just More midnight after
We admit that without the territorial which the party broke up. Mrs. E. Cos
appropriations to its several public insti grove won the ladies' prize which was a
tutions and charities, anil Deming's con- handsome china cup and
saucer, and I1
tribution to the support of its business
1. uuly won the gentlemaif s prize
and professional men, Silver City would
which was something of a scratche
quickly return to an aggregation of itself.
adobes, but we contend that for this we
The annual meeting of the Grant conn
are not to blame.
ty
charity hospital society was held at
Give us the opportunity to attend to
hospital yesterday afternoon. The
the
the cultivation of our own immense nat
olliceres were elected : Presi
following
ural and commercial advantages advan
Mrs.
Tlios. Foster;
dent,
tanes unliamnered bv the incubus of
H.
Mrs.
P.
Harnea; Secretary, Mrs. E
supporting the placemen of Silver City
Co.sgrove;
Mrs. G. D. Hantz
Treasurer,
and we will ask no more. Deming
Mrs.
Thos.
Trustees:
Hellin, Mrs. M.
Headlight.
Fielder, Mrs. II. Hudson, Mrs. 0.
Mrs. Lorenz is slowly recovering fron Hinman, Mrs. C. C. Shoemaker.
the injuries which she received in a run
Deputy Sheriff McAfee arrested
awav iust lievond Central on the fin Mexican mined Isabel Sambrano at
inst.
Pinos Altos last Wednesday for cattle
Aaron Selnitv. has moved most of his stealing. The preliminary examination
was held here before Justice Givens and
goods to the Silver City National ban
the defendant was held in .'00 bail
Ra.aaris
Building
building and the bank
now open to the public.
It will be sev Sambrano was charged with stealing
1
H
.1
all the uoods from steer irom n. jienneti aim another lrom
eral days vet
D.
Jones.
the old store are in the new store room George
which is the handsomest one in the city.
The territorial board of pharmacy met
Vice-preside- nt

1
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For

1895.
We want The Eagle to lie read
during the coming year by every
family in Grant county. It will
continue to be the best, neatest and
newsiest local paper published in
New Mexico.
It will advocate
democratic principles and oppose
all rings, cliques and combinations
of whatever character.

flic

&i(jlc

will keep an eye open to all the
interests of the taxpayers of the
county, every one of whom will
find it to his interest to take The

Eagle.
In order to enable every person
in Grunt county to judge of the
character of the paper, we will send

e

The time for tree planting is close at
hand and preparations should be made
by everybody to plant as many trees as
possible. Nobody ever made n mistake
by planting fruit or shade trees in any
country and in this arid region trees
ought to be planted wherever water can
be had to keep them growing.

from now until April 15, 1895, for.

at Santa Fe last

Monday.
W. C. Por 25 cents. Send in your subscripterlield, of this city, who is the secretary tion
and that of your neighbor.
of the board, was in attendance. The
board has done good work since its orAddress
ganization but there is a bill now pending in the legislature which is expected
&U)lf,
to largely increase the usefulness of the

lioard.

Silver City, N. M.
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ItequeKted

to

Investigate.

The Enterprise of the 1st prints what
it calls the proceedings of the commissioner's meeting held ten days previously. The report of the proceedings is
very meager and gives the reader but a
little idea of . what transpired at the
meeting. For instance it says that J. E.
Sheridan, the editor of the Enterprise,
was the lowest bidder for the county
printing and was awarded the contract.
A very important part of the proceedings
of the commissioners is the price at
which Mr. Sheridan took the county
printing, and an interesting part of the
proceedings is the bids made by other
men for this work, all of which was
carefully omitted by the Enterprise. It
is understood chat the Enterprise in its
greed for the printing offered to print
the proceedings for nothing.
This,
however, is no excuse for leaving out
of the report any important part thereof.
It also printed some twelve columns of
the delinquent tax list, for which printing it gets but little more than it does
for proceedings. When it took the contract for printing the tax list it was understood that the list should be printed
correctly, and this involved reading and
correcting the proof. From the appearance of the list it looks as though a proof
reader had never seen it. There are
many glaring errors in it, and of course
mese errors invalidate tne description in which they appear and render it useless as an advertisement. It is
stated that the Enterprise will claim in
mitigation of these errors and omissions
that it is giving full value for all it receives in what printing it does, but this
is no excuse. The law provides that the
county shall have printed certain matters, and if a paper is so foolish as to undertake to do this printing at a ruinous
price it should Iks held as strictly to the
work that should he done as if it was
getting four prices for doing the work.
The county commissioners are requested
to investigate the matter. Western
A I'oxtage Stump Fraud.
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for treatment in a hospital. The result
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
is astounding, even to the brilliant mind
conceived
that
the scheme. Kaneville.a
THE
postofHce that at most received twenty-fiv- e
letters a day, now receives a daily ROCKY ' MOUNTAIN
NEWS
mail of from 10,000 to 17,000 letters, nearKstuMlHlirrt lHr.ft.
ly all addressed to Edna Brown, the author of the brilliant idea. Over eight
million stamps have been collected and
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
the end is not yet. Edna Brow n is a
married woman named Gorman and the
(IN ADVANCE.)
hospital Htory is a myth. The public is
DAILY.
requested to stop sending stamps and
thus relieve an overburdened fourth-clas- s
One year, by mull
87.30
postmaster from the arduous duty of as- Six months by mall
3.75
sorting thousands of letters daily.
1.(10
Three mouths by mall
One month by mull
05
The Latest About Citpt. .John 1'. Hyland. Sunday
52.50
edition, (III pitKes.) your
The
prints the followDully Editions Include the Sunday.
Globe-Democr-

at

ing special :
Maryvili.k, Mo., February 4. The
identification f John O'Connor, the
missing postmaster from this city about
twelve years ago, has been claiming attention from the press lately, based on
rumors. The following letter, received
here today, is from a reliable source, and
satisfies the best judgment in Maryville
that John Hyland, of the Kingston
"Shaft," published at Kingston, N. M.,
is John O Connor:
"Hillsboro, N. M., February 1, 1895.
Ira K. Alderman, United States commissioner, Maryville Mo. : Dear Sir Yours
of January 28 is received. It seems clear,
from recent developments, that John P.
Hyland, who formerly resided at Kingston and edited the Kingston "Shaft,"
there, and who lately resided at Uincon,
N. M., and edited the Hincón "Shaft,"
is the same John O Connor for whom
you are inquiring. I see that it is an
nounced in the i'A raso (lex.) 'Times
and New Mexico papers that John Hyland has disappeared and is nowhere to
be found at his residence in Hincón. I
happened to be on the train upon which
Hyland went from Hincón to El Paso,
and since that time he has not been seen
in the territory, lie came to Kingston,
N. M., about twelve years ago, but from
where he came no one seems to know.
He has posed as an
and has
been prominent in the Grand Army
Lodge at Kingston ever since coining
here. He is a man about 5 feet (i or 8
inches tall, weighs about 175 pounds,
black hair and mustache not quite gray;
about 50 years old. Has a very light
complexion, through which a great deal
of color shows. Since going to El Paso
on the train mentioned 1 know of no one
who knows anything of his whereabouts.
I conversed with him and was then
aware of the charges against him, but
the subject was not mentioned between
us. If I learn anything definite I will
communicate wit you."
Mr. Hyland is said to have a family
living at Kingston. Mrs. O'Connor, his
Maryville wite, stoutly insists that her
husband is dead.

WEEKLY.
One year, by mull, In advance
81.00
Sample copies of either edition on applica-

tion.
The Nkws is the only consistent champion
of sliver in the west, and should be in every
home in the west, and In the bunds of every
miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscript Ions

at once.

All communications must be addressed to

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.

Men Don t

waste
Further
money on drugs,

etc They
you.
You have &
them and know,
WAYS willing,
cure you, and no
from the following
Ncmiiinl WcnknCNN,
meats,

g

V2,

precious time and
vacuum treat-wi- ll
never cure
probably tried
Nnture is A I.- and waiting to

Buffering
Is incurable:
Partial
or Total Impotence, llraln Kxhaiixtlon,
Indiscretion,
I.onncn,
Nltcltsgne8t, etc. But natures own remedy must be scientifically used. It is
TÍtK'IT Y, and the greatest possible perfection
for its application is attuined in the
Ir. Manden Klrctrle Belt. This inman

KmlNNloiiN,

well-kno-

vention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every State.
Throw drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cures:

niuulier of people in this city have
been receiving requests for stamps for
an alleged charitable purpose. ISut the
Rheumatism, Lame Back,
true gist of the matter is set forth in the
Lumlago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
following clipping from the IMainville,
and
Liver Complaints, and
III., Observer:
general
Mining at Gold Hill is practically at a
A young woman of Eaneville, Kane
A pocket edition of lr, Kanden'a celecounty, this state, has conceived a bril- standstill as there is very little being
liant idea for collecting postage stamps, done in that camp except development brated book
which at the same time has made her work.
of Men,"
"Three
town famous and is causing the postollice
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
no end of trouble. She wrote to three
will be sent free, sealed, upon application
persons asking them to send her ten or
Swiry man should read It. It is the only full
Range:
ever
uní complete guido for
more cancelled postage stamps and each
r leming and juercd. Free to everybody. Nend lor It.
jj&itl
to write to three other people asking them
vicinity.
to do the same, the chain of geometrical
Co.,
The
progression to bo kept up until it reached
Postollice:
i i ft y when it was to lie broken.
She
No. 926 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
Silver City,
stated as a reason for this request that
N. M. :Iso New York, Chicago London, Eng.
she was a cripple and desired to secure a
oargest
Concern in the Worldl
million stamps which she could exchange
A

ill-heal- th.

Classes

Sanden Electric

Electro-Medic-

a'

r

v
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THE LADIES!

FOR

CUT PAPER

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

PATTERNS.

The Eagle for a year'a subscription will

Elsewhere t hey cost from Tt to 40 cents.
Designs of new Karmeuls are published every week In The Kepulille with an order blank
for the Herns.
Thousands of ladles In every State have
purchased these put terns durinjf the past year
and never a coinpliilnt.
They are Invaluable an:l you can s:ivu on
these patterns alone every year many times
the price of the paper.
Subscribe at once for

AND HHOYCMPIDIA FOR

1.00

ONLY

Has Reached Such a State qf Perfection That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.

THE ISF.IM'HLIC.

THE

Territory of

New Mexico a ml

1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

It tells
all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tariff", religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

of a question it cannot answer.
Hit

i

mid

and

STUDENTS everywhere.

SI'El'IAI. MAsrr.its SLK.
WIIEUEAS. ItY A t'EKI'AI.N DECK EE,
M
made by the District Court of the Third
Judicial District of tlie Territory of New
Alex co ii inn for the I ountv of urn nl. tin1
iind day of October A. D. MU. in that certain
cause in which Martin Maher and John Mc-leu were tlie comiilainaiits and William
.McAllister and K. ('. 'I . Warren were the
it was. a mi in j; oilier tliinirs.
ami decreed by tlie said t'ourt
tliat In event the said respondents should
by the tenth day of January. lHlft fail to pay
the said complainant John Mc.Millcu the indebtedness found by said decree In be due
him, belli;; the sutil of three hundred and
I bin y seven dollars and thirty six cents Willi
interest thereon at the rale of six per cent,
per nullum from the tenth (lay of July. Mil;
together with the Indebledness found by said
decree to bo due said complainant. .Martin
.Maher. belli); the sum of one hundred mid
fifty dollars with interest thereon at the rate
of six per cent, per annum from said tenth
day of July. MH; together with tlie costs,
charges mid allowances of said suit, tlie said
premises hereinafter mentioned should be
sold fur tin1 purpose of satisfying said indebtedness, costs and allowances.
Anil whereas, (lie unilersigneil sheriff of
said county of llrant was, by said decree, unpointed n special master of said t'ourt to execute said sale of said premises In event of
such failure on tlie pari of said respondents
to make said payments as aforesaid; and
whereas, said respondents have wholly failed
to pay said indebtedness costs, churres ami
allowances or any portion thereof and the
time specltied in said decree wherein Hie
sa me should lie paid, is now past :
Now. therefore, I, the undersigned, special
master, under and by virtue of said decree
and In pursuance thereof, hereby give notice
thal.on Tuesday tlie nineteenth day of February A. D. lsiii. nl the hour of eleven o'clock
a.m. of said day at the front door of the
court house In tlie town of Silver (;ity, county of tiranl and Territory of Now Mexico. I
will sell at nubile vendue to the highest, bidder, for cash In hand. Hie following descrllicd
real estate and premises situate In Hie eoun-- t

(ra nt

18BÜ.

EDUCATORS

A YK.VK.

St. I.inils. Mo,

v of

ropy of

Endorsed by STATESMEN,

will lie sent
THE "TWICK-A-WKKI'UEK l'OKOXF. YEAK tunny person sending
liefore March I. a eluliof three NEW yearly
subsi'i'ilH'rs. wit li $1 to pay for I lie same.
If,yi in waul n packau'e of Sample d'oples
write for llieiu.

Address all orders

it

lo

The Best Reference Book Printed,
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics

REPUBLIC

K

presented with

r'i.OO

VORIiDJaMJINIC

ONLY 10c EACH.

TWICE-A-WEE-

sending

tlie World Almanac.

supplies lis lady readers with
Tin
cut paper patterns of all kinds for ladies.
Kirls. hoys and men. All of seasonable
of the latest styles, and at a eost of

THE

lie

Every person

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

PRICE,

postpaid by mail,

-

25 CENTS.

Address THE WORLD, New York City.

UzoX Mogollons
Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

Get
on

Mail Line.

more particularly described as follows, to
...I.'. It
...til ..!.
...1.
mi i it'll i ii iitr si.niii puní muí
nn. iIM...t
Oil lots numbered four and six in block
In
numbered Iwenty-llvthe town of
east.
Stage Leaves Silver City at S a. 111. every Monday, Wednesday
t'eiitral. according to Hie otllclal plat
and survey of said town liv James T. Keed. and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
I or a
moil1 particular description of said
premises reference Is made to Book is of
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo it Go's, express
Deeds at pages "l'i and Alii Grant County Records. Deed or deeds will lie duly executed
and delivered by said special master to the oHice from which place the stage starts.
purchaser or purchasers of snld premises.
lUYi.oit Shannon.
A. II. II uu.l.r.K.
Special Master.
Solicitor for Complainant,
1.

i

te

e,

W.

M.

Murphey.
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THE PERALTA GRANT.
The Biggest Land Claim on Record.

It

IntcretttH the Tcnple of Both New Mexico and Arizona to a Very Great

Southern New Mexico has been said
to be free from land grant claims and
the holders of land here have always
fancied that they were free from the annoyance of interference by land grant
claimants until the Peralta land grant
claim came to the surface.
This grant undoubtedly exists only in
the minds of the claimants, but they
have for years been working up a case
which they fancied would be so strong
that the government would be unable to
prove the falsity of the claim.
Thp
claim is for more than 12,000,000 acres
of land in the territories of New Mexico
and Arizona and the grant extends from
a point a little west of Phoenix to a
point east of Silver City, so that the
grant includes both of these places. Its
estimated value is nearly $100,000,000
and of course, the claimants have
thought it worth while to expend a considerable sum of money within the past
thirty years collecting evidence to sub-s- t
nntiate the claim. The evidence is
believed to be false but it will be incumbent on the government to prove that it
is false and this will be no easy thing to
do.

FEBRUARY 13, 1895.

ed California, Mexico and Spain in order
to get evidence in the case and how the
United States attorney has asked for a
special appropriation of $25,000 to get
additional evidence. This slnws very,
conclusively that the United States attorney does not treat the matter lightly
and Attorney General Olney is also impressed with the gravity of the case for
more than a year ago he employed an
eminent New York attorney to assist in
the case.
United States Atorney Reynolds wrote
a letter to the attorney general which was
submitted to congress last week. The

attorney states that "a large amount of
testimony has already been taken on be
half of the government as to the forgery
of the records from which certified copies
of the muniments of the title were taken
showing conclusively that the grossest
frauds are being perpetrated against the
government to secure a confirmation of
this claim. The ramifications extend
through the archives of the city of Mex
ico and Guadalajara, Madrid and Seville,
Spain and to California and A'rizona.
The attempt to sustain the claim that
Mrs. Reavis is the
of the alleged original grantee is evidently a most desperate ruse, having its
ramifications in northern and southern
California and Arizona. The claimants
evidently relied upon the inability of the
officers of the government to obtain sufficient means and men reliable enough
to run this claim down. We have taken
sufficient testimony and made sufficient
investigations to justify the promise
that the right of these claimants to the
grant, as well as the existence of the
original grant itself, to one Baron
Peralta, can be successfully defeated,
and many of the guilty parties exposed.
Forgery, perjury and subornation of
perjury have been committed in almost
every form.
"To reach this result we have labored
under many disadvantages for want of
ample funds to probe each detail to the
bottom, which shiuld be done without
delay. I therefore recommend that congress be requested to pass an additional
appropriation of not less than $25,000 for
this case, to lie expended under your direction and according to your discretion
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in making the government's defense absolute and complete, and whatever portion you may deem proper may at any
time be applied to the expense of bringing the criminals to justice.
"The grant carries all minerals, and is
absolute and unconimittal. If the claim
is not fully and completely defeated, it
will subject the government and its citizens who are trying to develop the country to continual harassing, and will
stand as a menace to every enterprise inaugurated for the development of the
mining and agricultural interests. An
instance can be cited in case No. 16,719
in the court of claims and I am reliably
informed that one mining company paid
$25,000 for a release of the cloud this
claim placed upon its property, and several other instances have been called to
my notice.
"Such conspiracy, forgery, perjury
and subornation of perjury could only
have reached its present dangerous stage
except for want of sufficient funds to en
able the executive officers to have it
promptly exposed and the offenders
brought to justice years ago. The longer
this claim and the parties connected
with it are permitted to go unexposed
the more dangerous, troublesome and
The statutes of
expensive it becomes.
limitations have already forgiven many
perjurers, one of whom confessed his
part. I am satisfied, as soon as it is understood that the government is going to
the very bottom of every detail, we shall
obtain very much in addition to that
which we already have. Congress should
not hesitate a moment alxjut making the
appropriation. The case can lie won before trial by its careful preparation."

When it first leaked out that such an
immense claim would be made, the project was laughed at mainly on account of
the immensity of the claim. Everybody
thought that the grant could be nothing
The members of Silver City chapter
else but fraudulent but no steps were
O.
E. S. gave a banquet last Wednesday
taken to secure evidence to disprove that
after having initiated several
evening
which was being collected by the claim
into the mysteries of the
members
new
of
of
ants the grant and during the lapse
lodge.
years many important witnesses have
A large amount of barley was raised
died. Affidavits are in the possession of
the claimants to this grant which, allast year on the Hrockman ranch on the
though they are undoubtedly untrue,
Mimbres. A few carloads of it tvere shipcannot be proved to be false as the perped to this place where it finds a ready
sons familiar with the facts have been
market. If the ranchmen would raise
dead for years.
more grain there would be less need of
Pefore the creation of the land court
sending money out of the country than
for the settlement of land grant titles in
there is now.
the west, the claimants of this grant
The
were proceeding leisurely in the matter
CLARK- of getting their case ready to present to
congress ami they would undoubtedly
WHITSON-LEITC- H
have delayed for years to come in order
that the government would have less opportunity for proving the falsity of the
claim, but the creation of the land court
hastened matters and made it imperaX. .1.,
ALRUQUEHQVE,
EL PASO, TEXAS,
tive that the case should be ready for
0.1 RniUimil Air ii in:
ll'J Sun Fidiwincu St.
trial and determination this year. The
claim was made in the land court in
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
1893 and since that time the government
Can refer to many families with whom they nave oemi.
has been collecting evidence in the case.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Tmh v
Agents of the government have visit

MUSICCO.
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FEBRUARY 18, 1895.
There is no story to tell." While
was in Paris I fell in love with a beau-ifu- l
girl the most charming young
uly in the American colony. Her
íother was a widow, and was deter-line- d
to marry her to n title; conse-uentl- y
no presumptuous young ariist
ould hope for smooth sailing in that
ttarter. Hut the girl was not ind'n.'or-n- t
to me. Indeed, I was fortunate
nough to win her heart; at least, I
nought so at that timo. I amused my
elf by drawing and painting piatn res
if her. Acting upon tin impulse I sent
me of those pictures to her as a valen-ing
on the 14th of February.
the picture was a verse of
which, of course, was a very
e
declaration of love. To my
the valentine came back to me.
inspecting that 1 had made a grave
mistake, 1 immediately wrote a hitter
af apology. The letter was returned to
me unopened. Half crazy, I sought an
interview with the young lady, only to
learn that mother and daughter had
quietly left l'aris, without letting anyone know whither they were going."
Thayer paused, and drew a long
no.

e,

Aecom-Kinyin-

per-(trar-le-

sur-iris-

breath.

"Well, that's the whole story," he
added. "All this occurred five years
ago, and I have never seen them s'.ii.-o- .
1 have no idea in what part .oft!. o
world they are. I suppose I
as a matter of course, she is married
long ago"
Just t hen the nurse came in to put. n
whole manner underwent a change.
bandage on the artist's
fresh
is,"
so
he
"Why,
said, at last, and
it
Heiiner rose and sauntered ow r
leaned back among the sofa pillows
to
table
a
at the oilier side of the room
d
eyes, muttering, as if
with
'
to himself: "St. Valentine's day, sure
enough. Five years five long years."
lie checked the sigh that rose to his
lips cheeked it suddenly, as if recollecting that he was not alone and
looked up to find Bonner regarding
hitn intently, lie laughed nervously.
"l'ardon me, George. Your quotation
took me somewhat by surprise. I hud
not counted the days, and well, to
be candid, Valentine's day is a sort of
anniversary with inc."
"Be even more candid. I!ob, and tell
me all about it," urged his friend.
"Am I no longer worthy of your confidence, old man? I'm a little hurt that
you have not seen lit to confide your
y
to me; for I know there
must be a love-storIt is not probable that Hob Thayer, the successful
artist, rich and notoriously appreciative of feminine charms, has reached
the age of thirty-tw- o
unscathed, or
that he is entirely contented with FIR riCKID UP ONE OF TIIK I'ICTl'KGS.
these bachelor apartments, elegant
Here he began idly to look through
though they be. l'ardon my impertinence, Bob, but, really, you will find Thayer's portfolio of drawings and
me a sympathetic listener. To tell the sketches.
Suddenly lienner started, and picked
truth, I'm in love myself." Bonner
colored up like a schoolboy a:i ho l.inde up one of the pictures, holding it
toward the light to examine it. It was
the confession, and added quL-kljan exquisite pastel; in the center was a
"Itut I haven't been accepted yet."
Thayer reached out and grasped his sweet, girlish face, with
complexion, big brown eyes, ami a
friend s nand.
"I sincerely hope she will make you muss ofOnHuffy hair above a low forethe margin were chubby
happy, George," he said, earnestly. head.
cupids; birds in pairs, und a heart
'You certainly deserve better luc- pierced by an
arrow.
Below the
han I have had." Then, after n s'len;e portrait was a verse of poetry, every
f several minutos, he went on. moud-ly- : line fervid with love.
"My e::p.TÍen i? ,va;i u wry
y
The nurse finished her task-- and went
an'.!;-Georg-

half-close-

lllB1ilTlT---i-2-f1f-

fl

"Did you over hour of such miserable
luck'.'" growled l!o!) Thayer, as he tenderly lifted his bandaged foot to placo
it in a more comfortable position.

Traveled all over the world without a
mishap or an hour's illness; settled
down at last only to cripple myself by
slipping on an icy pavement. Seems to
i ne I've been laid up long enough.
If
hat doctor knew his business but he
doesn't. lie's u liunjíl i ny idiot."
'Come, come, Hob!" laughed George
Bonner, with mild expostulation
'You're talking like a spoiled child
There is not a more skillful surgeon in
the city than Dr. (randon, and you
ou know, also, that the in
know it.
jury to your ankle was a very serious
uttair."
"Suppose it was; I've already been
stranded on this sofa for two weeks'
"Ten days." corrected Itenner, quiet
ly. "You were hurt on the third day
of lebruury. This is the thirteenth,
and
"

is St. Valentino's day,
All In the morning bctlmo.' "

"St. Valentine's day!" Hob Thayer

sat up straight and stared at his friend
in

questioning

surprise.

Then his

love-stor-

:

rose-tinte-

d
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out. Benner rosumed his seat
beside
his friend. He held the pastel in
his

...i. u u...-- ,
!x months, and
m mourning.

hand, and it shook a little as he extended it toward Thayer with the
question:
"Hob, is this the girl you were telling
me about?"
"Yes; that's the valentine I sent
her."
"Will you tell me her name?"
"Why, didn't I tell you? Iler name,
when 1 knew her, was Miss Edith Warren. What is it now"
There was a brisk rap on the door,
which was immediately thrown open
and the doctor bustled in.
Benncr, thankful for this interruption, walked back to the table, lie
pretended to return the picture to the
portfolio, but slipped it into his pocket
instead. His hand was trembling, and
as he stole a glance at himself in the
mirror he saw that he was deathly
pale.
When the doctor went, George made
au excuse to go with him. He told
Thayer that he would drop in again the
next day. At the nearest street corner
he left the doctor and went directly to
his own rooms. Once there he took the
valentine from his pocket, sat down
at his desk and wrote on the lower margin, in a disguised hand:
"Disabled and confined to my room.
Will you come to me?"
He added to this Robert Thayer's initials and his address. The pastel was
then inclosed in a large envelope and
addressed to "Miss Edith Warren, No.
, Lexington avenue."
"That, I think, will set cverythin-right- ,"
mused Benner. "I will post thi
so that she will get it in the morn
ing. It is all clear to me now. I knev
there had been another, but I didn'
dream of its being Hob. Ah! well, the
will be happy now, and I I will gt
away somewhere, and try to forget."
The next afternoon, as Bob Thayer
lay stretched upon his sofa, cutting the
leaves and skimming the pages of a
new magazine, a servant startled him
with the announcement: "A lady to see
Mr. Thayer," and handed him a eard.
Before ha could look at the name on the
card a figure in blaek. eloscly veiled,
appeared at the open door. Thayer
started up to a sitting pi.V.ure.
"It is I, Hob," said a tremulous voice,
and the figure came sv.iii.ly toward
him. As the servant vanished the visitor threw back her vvil, diseWmg a
face of rare loveliness, covered with
dimpling smiles and blushes.
"Edith!" ejaculated Thayer.
She was down upo:i her knees at his
feet; his arms were around her: he was
straining her to his brea t and pressing
eager kisses upon her lips in a d.in::m
of joy, yet dazed anil bewildered and
conscious of a madden in;? fear that he
would wake and find it all a dream.
It was some time before they reached
the rational stage of their happiness
and plunged into explanations. Then
Bib learned that Edith had rtevei
ceased to love him; that the rejected
-.! line, the returned letter, and the
' ! separation of the lovers had been
work of her mother, hut it wasnc
time for criminations, for poor Mrs

"I have waited all these years am1
wondwed if you would ever come tc

the daughter was stil.

VALEIfOTE.

ft

1

tTíá'
Vrítf W7

iSSJy
fjpsi'

l"rt

UEIÍ mmii'
Cupid's dnrts

from

puslon

then tlioy yoarn and
ileieely burn
In superheated fashion:
So hot tlii-- grow that naiiKht below
Can iii:.e!i Wis. c iiillagratloni
Unless it liu a mighty ma
Or boundless l:mn.l::tion.
,

THAYER STARTED VV.

me," said the girl. "When I rsceivei
your valentine
'.
"My valentine!"
"Yes of course this."
She drew it from beneath her cloak
and Hob found himself gazing at th
old valentine of five years ago; tin
pastel which only yesterday Georgt
Henner had held in his hand in thi.
sel
His bewilderment de
prived him of the nowerof sneeeh. Bu
only for a minute. A great light brokt
to-da-

in upon him.
"Edith, do you know George Benner'
Is it yon that he loves?"
The girl was astonished in her turn
but she admitted that the gentleman ii
quest ion had proposed to her, and tha'

Tis

'

The raging flirnc of lire i tame
lighted,
Compared wil'.i lave fro-ilIt flashes hig'i liiio tlntler dry
By ti ..ring lor, h Ignited;
Such ardor will ünd vent or kill-T- hai
bo s w. timet tiio saying
To keep It in would l.c uxln
For n hl-- 'twere n ;ekss praying.
And so we sre necessity
MIns prompted the Invention
Of vnlenliu s with l n.lor Hne9
A tiieiho
n prevé ilion:
Then let u . ;; ,iy nil
tlic day,
Valentine
ro.ever!
St
Let Lovo ruin all. belli great andsmall,
And wo disown him ue or.
II.

WEt.rn.

MRU.

TIIK VAI.KNTINK

she had promised to give him an an
swer in a mouth.
"My darling, we owe our happinesf
to George Henner's generosity," ex
claimed Hob. "It was he who sent yov
the valentine in my name. God bles!
him!"
Valentino Turtles ami Dlnnnrn.

The valentine party, which is a re
vival of olden times, is quite well ob
served in late years, and valentine
luncheons and dinners among tin
young people are frequent, even it.
Lent, for a feast that has for its patrons
a bishop cannot be regarded as exactly
a secular affair. The card of invitation and menus for these occasions are
in the forms of hearts, and answer the
double purpose of a favor and a valentine.
Eviileneo of It.
Briggs You must have composed the
poetry yourself in the valentine you
sent around to Miss Qnilter.
Griggs (eagerly) Why, you haven't

seen her since, have you?
Briggs No. The doctor wouldn't
let anyone see her. Judge.
A Sparkling Valentine.
Postman t.ippin;? at tlic blind,
MuMcn blushing not unkind
At. the valentino ho sont.
For a dhmond with It went

I

IIarper':i Young People.
I'leiised

i

ill

.

"The best valentine I ever received."
said Winkle, "was from a rich old aunt
of mine up in the country."
"What was if.'" asked Nodd.
"She wrote ine a letter." said Winkle,
"and said she wasn't feeling very well."
Truth.
Tho Poetaster' Patron.
If every dog must have his day
When ho with all his klir.l rejoices,
It must be llilno. St. Valentino.
For then v.e hear their doggerel voices
Puck
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